
w
A great way to start in education is by 
starting as a Teaching Assistant
bFull training provided
bLots of opportunities for development and progress
bAny degree subject accepted

X
98% enjoy working with their 

colleagues across the school and in 
their teams

- Staff Survey, February 2023

Interested?
information event

Tuesday 9th May
9am - 11am

Register your interest 
here

Apply here

4
or

¬
98% would recommend this school to 
a colleague considering applying for a 

role here

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PmVwPvsevZrn0XHoc1ysLUeV4bvN55fJ-mp1St9QE8U/edit?ts=644a2d4a
https://alns.co.uk/vacancies/


Beginning my career as a 
Teaching Assistant at ALNS provided 

me with valuable skills, I built 
brilliant relationships with staff and 

experienced first-hand a classroom 
environment. I quickly realised that 

teaching was something I wanted to pursue 
and my experience in school gave 

me the confidence and 
skillset to do so.

““
Becoming a Teaching Assistant has 

been one of the best decisions 
I have made; it has shown me the 

power of supporting our young 
adults whilst they discover themselves. 
I became a Cover Supervisor and have 

discovered that I aspire to develop my 
career and become a Science 

teacher. I have received 
nothing but support and 
encouragement from 
my co-workers at ALNS.

““

Admiral Lord Nelson School has a proven track record of 
developing our staff...

- R Tatton, Teacher of English

““

- J Pay, Teaching Assistant

Working as a Teaching Assistant gave 

me an insight into the inspirational work 
that teachers do in the classroom and after 
being able to observe a range of lessons I 

decided that training to be a teacher was the 

next step for me.  ALNS have been 
incredibly supportive of my journey 

and I believe I am a stronger 
teacher today having been a 

Teaching Assistant first.

- P Vowles, Teacher of Maths

““

““

b Trainees have the support of the whole department 
with a number of teachers who have been trained 

as mentors, who offer excellent and pragmatic 
guidance, support and friendship.

b Trainee teachers receive excellent mentoring too 
leading to outstanding recruitment as 
ECTs.

b Trainees have gone on to work at ALNS following 
their training at the school, and they make a 

significant contribution to the school, with 
some taking on middle leadership roles very 
quickly in their careers.

said:


